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Digital Character Animation 2, Volume II: Advanced Techniques (Digital Character Animation)Waite Group Press, 2001
At last, George Maestri’s advanced-techniques volume of his groundbreaking [digital] Character Animation book. Completely new: No updated material from the first volume (covering Essential Techniques) or from the first edition (published in 1996 and now out of print). If you are into 3D animation at all—learning, practicing (or managing...
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Access 2002 Programming by ExampleQue, 2002
This book addresses an unmet need in this topic area. It is a complete beginner's tutorial resource to tips, troubleshooting, techniques, and program development for Access 2002. The book covers fundamentals such as database normalization, query design, object manipulation, and optimization and custom programming for forms and reports. It makes the...
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Ubuntu Unleashed 2008 Edition: Covering 8.04 and 8.10 (4th Edition)Sams Publishing, 2008
Ubuntu Unleashed 2008 Edition presents comprehensive coverage of the popular Ubuntu Linux distribution. Windows users, Mac users, and Linux enthusiasts have been increasingly turning to Ubuntu for a user-friendly, easy-to-use Linux distribution.
  This book provides detailed information on installing, using, and administering Ubuntu....
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Mac OS X Panther Hacks: 100 Industrial Strength Tips & ToolsO'Reilly, 2004
Like the animal it's named for, Mac OS X Panther is beautiful, sleek, superbly efficient, dangerously alluring, and all muscle under the surface. Beneath its appealing interface, it's a hard-working machine. Those coming to Mac OS X from previous incarnations of the operating system recognize much of the friendly face of the Macintosh they're used...
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Locksmith and Security Professionals' Exam Study GuideMcGraw-Hill, 2008
Get the Solid Preparation Needed to Pass Your                           Security Certification Exam on the First Try 
           Filled with career-building instruction and guidance, Locksmith and Security Professionals' Exam Study Guide is a hands-on learning tool that will help you pass a wide variety of...
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3ds Max 9 BibleJohn Wiley & Sons, 2007
A favorite of 3ds Max artists from beginners to pros!

Why is 3ds Max Bible a perennial bestselling favorite? Because whether  you're a beginner looking for a tutorial to get you up to speed on your first  day or an expert needing a reference to Max's advanced features, it's all here.  Loaded with advice, professional tips, and...
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Wiki: Web CollaborationSpringer, 2008
Wikis are Web-based applications that allow all users not only to view pages but also to change them. The success of the Internet encyclopedia Wikipedia has drawn increasing attention from private users, small organizations and enterprises to the various possible uses of wikis.
Their simple structure and straightforward operation make them a...
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Adobe Photoshop CS Type EffectsCourse Technology PTR, 2004
Through twenty stunning, full-color artistic projects and clear step-by-step explanations how to complete them, "Adobe Photoshop CS Type Effects" will help you master the advanced type effect techniques of Photoshop CS. Use Photoshop CS to apply a variety of effects to your text, including a spiral effect for a CD, a tiled mosaic effect,...
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The Mafia EncyclopediaFacts on File, 2005
Organized crime is the greatest criminal phenomenon of our time. From Al Capone, who boldly claimed his bootlegging activities were a public service, to John Gotti, the "Teflon don" who died in prison, these criminals have garnered headlines and captured the public imagination with their flamboyant lifestyles and colorful attitudes....
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Free as in Freedom: Richard Stallman's Crusade for Free SoftwareO'Reilly, 2002
In 1984, Richard Stallman launched the GNU Project for the purpose of developing a complete UNIX-like operating system that would allow for free software use. What he developed was the GNU operating system. (GNU is a recursive acronym for "GNU's Not UNIX,'' and it is pronounced guh-NEW. Linux is a variant of the GNU operating system.) This...
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Master VISUALLY Microsoft Windows VistaVisual, 2007
"One picture is worth a thousand words." If you prefer instructions that show you how rather than tell you why, then this intermediate to advanced level reference is for you. Hundreds of succinctly captioned, step-by-step screen shots reveal how to accomplish more than 200 Windows Vista tasks, including:
	Handling new,...
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The Oxford Dictionary of IdiomsOxford University Press, 2004
`Anyone who is addicted to the richness of the English language or simply intrigued by the origin and meaning of an idiom like "teach your grandmother to suck eggs" will relish this work.'  Library Journal    

       Did you know that 'flavor of the month' originated in a marketing campaign in American ice-cream parlors in the...
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